Powerful Computational have brought new techniques to calculate reliability by multi scale modeling supported by experimental and theoretical methods. These approaches play a crucial role in Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology where the analysis is based on abstraction level theories and no comprehensive explanation of nano scale phenomenon are proposed. The Reliability modeling contains methods to calculate reliability function, failure rate function, Mean time to failure (MTTF) and Mean Residual time (MRT) are proposed for MEMS technology. It is observed that High Performance Computing (HPC) if used with multi scale optimization library then the reliability calculation and help to accelerate research in reliability of MEMS. In this developed library we can select the various physics at different level and then calculated reliability for better accuracy. It allows the user to perform simulation of a MEMS device in different environments as well as used to compute some aspects of system reliability such as Survival function and failure rate as well as multi scale modeling.
Introduction

Recent Works
Recent trends in MEMS and wireless technology together enable remote sensing and also development of Nano-RFID. A wireless sensor node typically consists of three major subsystems: Computation, Communication and Sensing where MEMS devices are extensively used in sensing various parameters as per the need.
MEMS devices offer great potential benefits not only as sensors and actuators but also as antenna in MEMS based RFID. By using and modifying the fabrication techniques originally developed for integrated circuits which are time tested over several decades on ethics and technology based ideologies, microscopic devices can be formed which match or exceed the performance of their conventional counterparts in a smaller volume with lower weight and a greatly reduced cost. There are however considerable challenges in fabricating and packaging such devices and, in particular, there are many yield and reliability issues still to overcome. Some of the failure mechanisms can be studied referring to same in integrated circuits while others are unique to MEMS devices, thus making reliability an issue to be studied in details.
Quantum Mechanical plays a very important role and its calculation for electronic studies has been made easier in recent years by HPC [1] . Optimizing HPC for nanotechnology based computation has been shown by Rohit et al. [21] . MATLAB has tools which provide easy access to utilize HPC resources [2] , such as its distributive computing toolbox which allows user to harness the power of a cluster of computers for computational intensive tasks. HPC is being used in many research domains analysis in which remained stagnant for many decades. HPC setup for multi scale modeling in various programming environments has been shown by Rohit et al in [20] .In this paper the Reliability modeling codes to calculate reliability function, failure rate function, Mean time to failure (MTTF) and Mean Residual time (MRT) are proposed for MEMS technology, using MATLAB HPC. Modeling and Computation is performed using MATLAB distributed computing toolbox and Sugar MEMS simulation library. This has been done by making a library for MEMS reliability which allows the user to perform simulation of a MEMS device in different environments and compute some aspects of International Conference on Software Technology and Engineering (ICSTE 2009) Chennai, India during July [24] [25] [26] 2009 system reliability such as Survival function and failure rate.
Reliability Analysis of MEMS Devices and
Multi-Scale Modeling MEMS are the integration of mechanical elements, sensors, actuators, and electronics on a common silicon substrate through micro-scale fabrication technology thus making nano automation possible with use friendly and reliable techniques. Reliability analysis has been a major challenge in application of MEMS. Victor has divided MEMS Failure Analysis and Reliability into categories focusing on processing and packaging. Reliability of microfluidic MEMS device to extract Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) from whole human blood and to purify the DNA was studied [3] . Thus OPTIMIZING packaging and fabrication can improve MEMS reliability but it does not predict anything about its failure modeling. Other ways of predicting reliability has been on categorizing MEMS devices on operation as illustrated by Jeremy [4] , making it easy to work on solutions. Thus studying failure mechanism can help to improve MEMS reliability but the effects of failure in time domains with strong theoretical backing is still lacking and studying MEMS failure by the use of modeling aspects of causes of failure from multi scale prospective still remains an area to work on. Future Challenges for MEMS Failure Analysis can be classified in categories depending on its application are given in [5] because application gives the main essence of the fabrication and reliability analysis. Accelerated lifetime testing is being used in many areas and its application in MEMS is given in [6] . But in absence of strong theories and modeling, MEMS reliability still remains a challenging field. We know that RF MEMS plays a very important role RFID which are becoming MEMS based and Dielectric Material Impact on Capacitive RF MEMS Reliability affects the overall reliability of a MEMS device [7] . In Reliabilitybased MEMS System Modeling and Optimization, Nan Liu presented methods for MEMS design to optimize the performance objective function with reliability based constraints [8] . Research in Nano composite material based MEMS devices like Ni-P-CNTs Nanocomposite Film for MEMS Applications [9] , [10] , makes reliability calculation more complex and thus need for solving complex mathematics emerges. Power and Reliability improvement of an Electro-Thermal Microactuator using Ni-Diamond Nanocomposite [11] is discussed but lacks theoretical backing from reliability engineering and linking it with statistical data. Reliability Analysis on HPC for MEMS devices was introduced by Rohit et.al in [22] . The proposed model developed and discussed in this paper illustrates that device reliability using MATLAB tool can be calculated and understood by using multi scale modeling which may supplementing the development and fabrication of the same. Some areas of fault modeling and simulation techniques for suspended thermal MEMS has been shown in [20] . The influence of induced stresses, thermal shocks, external vibrations, and pressure can be investigated. Thus allowing new approach of failure mechanisms in a whole system (resonator, optical devices) by understanding of the fatigue phenomenon due to elementary mechanical solicitations. Thus shown is in his work is that statistical modeling of failure mechanisms is an efficient way to optimize the design and the fabrication [22] . Thus Integration of multi scale studies in reliability CAD program will help us to accurately predict failures in MEMS devices.
Neural networks can be used to provide an important mechanism for correlation of MEMS properties to failure probability calculation. Also they have been used to identify desirable MEMS attributes for high reliability has been proposed in [21] . Classical reliability methods take two working states working or failed, but when we take other states such as partially working, partially failed mew dimension are added in MEMS reliability analysis. Thus can be correlated to multi scale modeling for nanotechnology which can be implemented in various ways as shown in [23] . A part of a MEMS device may partially function and still may affect the system in some way which can be mathematically modeled. Thus each phenomenon of multi scale modeling can be seen by using multi scale modeling to accurately predict the behavior of the device and failure Redundancy is not always the solution in two mode systems.
Sugar and Multi-Scale Modeling for MEMS
During the last two decades, the field of MEMS envisaged the progressive path starting from production of simple-function devices to more complex systems that includes many areas which changed wireless
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Chennai, India during July [24] [25] [26] 2009 communications. They are useful in wide domains and are based on the same manufacturing technology. Properties of antenna CNT 10-30 nm Conductance Although these tools have been successful in simulating the behavior of simple-function devices but fails when it goes to more complex areas because the physics developed cannot explain accurately all the properties, also they have not been as successful in simulating the behavior of more complex systems on a personal computer (PC) nor within a practical amount of time. Software proves its utility in technological advancements in MEMS by facilitating the design process and reducing the time of computation. Some of the features are packaged in a CAE for MEMS tool called SUGAR [12] which has also been shoed in [22] . Mechanical modeling as from RF-MEMS prospective is given in [24] where MA (Nm) is the reaction moment at the left end, and RA (N) is the vertical reaction at the left end. The equations are:-
Mechanical modeling is an important part of the analysis which can be useful for mechanical failure analysis. Electrical Modeling it is the physics of 30-100nm, direct-tunneling current is formulated in a Nano CMOS circuit as per [15] is given by
Equivalent Circuit parameters it's a macro level' is the study of things at abstraction scale. MEMS-Based Inductively Coupled RFID Transponder for Implantable Wireless Sensor Applications has been shown in [23] . This is the part of the code to distribute the computation among various nodes. It is being developed for Microsoft Compute Cluster Server Environment as shown in figure 1 . 
Reliability Calculations
We have distributed the 6 functions on reliability to 6 workers and results show that we can achieve considerable speed-up which is shown in our previous 
HPC Computation and Optimization
Parallel MATLAB has been used in Signal Processing as shown by Nadya T. to solve many problems [13] . Efficiently use Parallel MATLAB is the key to its proper optimization something regarding which are shown by RON CHOY [14] helps us in optimizing MATLAB for HPC in reliability calculations. Thus we can see that MATLAB provided an excellent platform to work with Distributive computing and HPC. We have calculated the following using MATLAB HPC Distributed computing toolbox. As shown in our last work [22] we can significantly speed up calculations using MATLAB distributive computing toolbox to work on MEMS reliability which is shown in [20] .
Future Work and Conclusion
Distributive computing needs to be dissemination and optimized for Nano domain calculation where each problem is studied and solved at some abstraction layers therefore has its own solution which makes multi scale modeling an integral part of Nano domain modeling [16] . Therefore its integration with current MEMS device is an area, which is going to play an important role in realization of Nano Electro Mechanical Systems because in future things are going to integrated with Nano composites and carbon nanotubes. Current status of nanotechnology, its application and advantages in various domains in accelerating research across various areas has been explained by Deepak Srivastava et al. [17] . CNT will be used in many application of Nanotechnology, like CNT nanocomposites in MEMS which shows a significant growth in recent years, the effect of reliability in such case needs to be explored. Nearly realistic simulation for CNT using HPC has been shown by Syogo Tejima et al. that will aid in their development and research which is among the most convincing research in this area [18] . Thus HPC will be used in many areas of Nano and Micro domains.
In this paper we shown a novel way to approach reliability calculations and shown how properties at different levels and types needs to be linked up in an multi scale analysis where HPC can benefit reliability calculations for MEMS devices. We have calculated various parameter of different scale for a MEMS device and proceeded with analysis of reliability using MATLAB distributive computing Toolbox. We have assumed some of the parameters in a multi scale setup hence the reliability and calculated results on an HPC setup. Merging of multi scale properties to calculate the exact failure phenomenon and then with MATLAB remains a major area to work on.
